Ending the Game

Sooner or later, only one player will be left with unexposed letters or dots. When this happens, each opponent has two turns (twice around in playing order) to guess those letters or dots. During those final turns, all players – including the player with the unexposed word – continue to draw Activity Cards.

If, after two final turns, the player still has unexposed letter cards, he or she exposes them and earns the point value for each. The player also earns 50 bonus points for successfully hiding the word. And if that player has 5 or more unexposed letters or dots in the word, he or she receives 100 more bonus points.

WINNING

At the end of the game, the scorekeeper totals all points for each player. The player with the highest score wins the game.

ADVANCED PLAY SUGGESTIONS

For an even more challenging game of PROBE, try playing without the Activity Cards. We recommend this especially for groups of players whose word game skills are well matched.

The 2-Player Game. If you wish, you and another player may play PROBE in this way:

- Each player takes two Word Trays and places one tray to his or her right and the other to his or her left.
- If you draw a card that indicates an opponent on your left or on your right, your opponent chooses either the left or right tray and then you both follow the card’s instructions.
- When you ask for a letter or dot, don’t indicate the left or right word. It’s up to your opponent to expose the letter or dot from the word of his or her choice. Exception: When you use the Interruption Rule, you must specify the word you wish to guess.

PROBE as a Party Game

Twelve players may join in this exciting and unique party game. Use one PROBE set for every 4 players seated at a table. At the end of each game, the two players with the high scores from each table move to another table. The player with the highest score at the end of the party is the winner.

For Easy Storage: Remove the cardboard platform from inside the package. Then if you wish, you can store each set of Letter Cards in the corner of a Word Tray.

We will be happy to answer your questions about PROBE.
Write to: Parker Brothers, P.O. Box 1012, Beverly, MA 01915.
Attention: Consumer Response Department
Opponents. Example: The word "rocket" with dots before and after, would look like this:

```
. T E K C O R A .
```

5. Select a scorekeeper. The scorekeeper will need a pencil and paper.
6. Select a player to go first. Play then proceeds, in turn, to the first player's left.

**Playing**

1. To start, draw the top card from the draw pile and read it aloud. Then place it face up into the other side of the tray to form the discard pile. You and the other players must follow the card's instructions at the appropriate time. Then continue your turn as follows.

2. Begin your search for the letters in your opponents' words by asking any opponent if he or she has a particular letter or a dot.

   a) If your opponent answers "Yes," he or she exposes that letter or dot by turning the letter card around in its slot so that it faces the other players.

   If your opponent has more than one of that letter or more than one dot, he or she may choose which one to expose. But your opponent must never expose more than one letter or dot for each question.

   Example: Let's say your opponent's word is "treasurer" and you ask for the letter "r." Your opponent then would expose whichever "r" he or she prefers.

   Once your opponent has exposed your guess, you may guess again. You may question the same opponent or a different opponent. As long as your last guess was correct, you may continue to question any opponent.

   Note: Be careful about asking for a dot! Because if you're wrong, you'll lose 50 points!

   b) When you guess incorrectly, you must end your turn. The scorekeeper then adds up the point value for each letter card you've guessed, and records it. It's important that the scorekeeper do this at the end of each player's turn.

   As soon as your score is recorded, your opponents take any of their own letter cards that you've guessed, and slide them into place as shown below. Then the next player plays.

3. Once your word is exposed, you still remain in the game and continue to take your normal turn.

**The Interruption Rule.** If you think you can guess another player's word, you may interrupt the game—no matter whose turn is in progress. But you may do so only when the player's word has 5 or more unexposed letter cards.

To follow this rule, you must identify each letter or dot—one by one—in its proper sequence. If each guess is correct and the word is exposed, you receive 100 bonus points (in addition to the point value for each letter card you've exposed). If you guess incorrectly, you lose 50 points.

**The Activity Cards**

   a) **T**AKE AN ADDITIONAL TURN. After an opponent says "No" to your question, draw another Activity Card and continue guessing until you guess incorrectly.

   b) **O**PPONENT ON YOUR LEFT (OR RIGHT) WILL EXPOSE A LETTER OR A DOT. Before you guess, the opponent indicated must choose any letter or dot and expose it. Even if your opponent has only one letter or dot left, he or she still must expose it.

   c) **I**F YOU HAVE A DOT, EXPOSE IT. Before you guess, you must expose a dot—if you have one.

   d) **O**N THIS TURN, GUESS A LETTER OR DOT ALL OPPONENTS WHO HAVE ONE MUST EXPOSE ONE. Apply this card to your first guess only—even if your turn includes more than one guess.

   e) **I**F YOU GUESS A DOT INCORRECTLY ON THIS TURN, NO POINTS WILL BE DEDUCTED FROM YOUR SCORE. If you ask for a dot on your first guess and you're wrong, you do not lose 50 points. But you still must end your turn.

   f) **D**OUBLE (OR TRIPLE) THE VALUE OF YOUR FIRST GUESS. If you ask for a dot on your first guess and you're wrong, you still lose only 50 points.

   g) **O**PPONENT ON YOUR LEFT (OR RIGHT) WILL EXPOSE THE LETTER CARD OF YOUR CHOICE. Before you guess, the opponent indicated must expose any letter card you choose. Even if your opponent has only one letter card left, he or she still must expose it.

**Scoring.** Remember: The scorekeeper adds or subtracts the points players win or lose at the end of each player's turn.

   a) Whenever you expose an opponent's last hidden letter or dot, you'll receive 50 bonus points.

   b) No one scores if you draw an Activity Card in which you must expose a letter or dot.

   c) If you draw a card in which an opponent must expose a letter or dot, you receive its point value.

   d) If you misspell your word, you lose 100 points.